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ABSTRACT 
If A is a completely continuous elf-adjoint operator on a Hilbert space, its eigen= 
values are the values of the inner product (Ax, x) at stationary points on the unit 
sphere. Gradient procedures can be used to determine igenvectors and eigenvalues 
provided that certain regularity conditions hold at the eigenvectors. It is proven that 
these conditions are satisfied at any eigenvector belonging to an eigenvalue of multi- 
plicity one. 
l. INTRODUCTION 
In [1] and [2] we presented gradient procedures for determining stationary points 
of functionals ubject o equality constraints in a prehilbert space. I f  A is a completely 
continuous elf-adjoint operator on a Hilbert space, its eigenvalues are the values of 
the inner product (Ax,  x)  at stationary points on the unit sphere (see Lemma 1 
below). Hence, the angular gradient procedure developed in [2] can be used to deter- 
mine the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of .d if the latter are "quasi-regular" stationary 
points. In this paper we prove that the conditions of quasi-regularity are satisfied at 
any eigenvector belonging to an eigenvalue of multiplicity one. Therefore, the angular 
gradient procedure can be used to determine such eigenvalues. The finite-dimensional 
case, in which A is a real symmetric matrix, has been tested in actual computation 
and results corroborate the theory presented here. These results will be discussed in a 
forthcoming paper. 
2. GRADIENTS ASSOCIATED WITH A BOUNDED SELF-ADJOINT OPERATOR 
In this section, let A be a bounded self-adjoint linear operator on a real Hilbert space 
H. We assume that zero is not an eigenvalue of A. (For our purposes, this entails no 
loss of generality, sinee we can always consider A' ~ A + mI, where m > [[ A [[). 
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Define J(x) =- (,Ax, x )  and ~b(x) -~ il x ii 2 - 1. ] and ~b are real funetionals defined 
for all x ~ II. We recall briefly some of the notation and definitions in [1], [2]. The 
strong gradient of J at x ~ H is denoted by V./(x) and the weak differential by dJ(x; h) 
(with increment h E II). The projection of VJ(x) on the vector V~b(x) is denoted by 
vJc(x) and v Jr(x) - vJ(x) - vJc(x). If x ~ t l  is such that VJT(X) =~ 0 and ~b(x) -- 0, 
then we call x a stationary point of {J, ~b}. For any x ~ H we designate the normalized 
vector x/[ x i by ~. We recall the definition of "quasi-regular stationary point" [2], 
specializing it to the present case. 
DEFINITION. A stationary point, x*, of {J, ~b} is quasi-regular if there exists a 
neighborhood, N, of x* such that the following conditions arc satisfied for x e N: 
VJ(x) exists as a continuous function of x and vJa(x) 5z~ 0; (1) 
V~b(x) exists as a continuous function of x; (2) 
re(x) v~ 0; (3) 
Let O(x) =- arcsin( ;~ vJT(x ) / .  VJ(x) ;), 0 ~ 0 ~: 89 rr. For all x ~ N such 
that v Jr(x) ~ 0, V0(x) exists and ]i V0(x) il is bounded away from 0. For 
all x e N such that v jr(x) -- 0, the weak differential dO(x; h) exists and 
dO(x + h; h) -*  dO(x; h) as h ~ 0. (4) 
For x -~ x* -- Axe  N, Ax ~ O, define 
---- ~(x) ~--~ arccos ~(V~b(x), Ax'... and /3 - fl(x) :--- arccos ~V0(x), Ax) ,  
0 ~< ~,/3 <~r. 
There exists a positive constant aI such that 
(i) cos 2 c~ -~ cos 2/3 > ai ,  if vJ(rx) .,~ 0, 
(ii) cos 2 c~ > al ,  if VJT(X) - 0. (5) 
N is a quasi-regular neighborhood of x*. 
In the next three ]emmas we establish properties of the gradients v J  and V0. 
LEMMA 1. Let J(x) and $(x) be as above. Then for any nonzero x e H, 
VJ(x) = 2Ax,  (6) 
V~b(x) ,--2x, (7) 
vJa(x)  - 2(,A~, ~) x, (8) 
7Jr(x) -- 2(Ax -- (A~, ~) x), (9) 
."3 (Ax ,  x )  2 
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Proof. A straightforward computation yields J(x + sh) -- J(x) = s<2Ax, h> + E, 
where E -= sZ(Ah, h), for any vectors x, h and scalar s. Hence, E/s --~ 0 as s --~ 0 and (6) 
follows from the definition of (weak) gradient and its continuity in x. A similar 
calculation yields (7). 
vJa is simply the projection of v J  on v~b. Using (6), (7), and well-known results 
in linear algebra, we obtain (8); (9) and (10) are immediate consequences of the 
definition of v J r .  
LEM~ 2. A nonzero vector x* is an eigenvector f A i f  and only if v Jr(x* ) = 0; 
thus, ever 3, unit eigenvector is a stationary point of (Ax, x> on the unit sphere and 
conversely. 
Proof. I f  Ax* = ,k~*, then from (9) we get 
VJr(x* ) = 2(Lx* - a<x*, x*> x*) = 0. 
If  7 J r (x*)  = 0, then again from (9) we have Ax* = <Ax*, x*> x*, so that x* is an 
eigenvector. 
LEMMA 3. For x :/= O, let O(x) -- arcsin(!, 7 J r (x  ) II/i: Vj(x) I!), as in the definition. 
I f  v Jr(x) ~ 0 and cos O(x) =/= O, then VO(x) exists and 
(Ax, x> 2 Ax) (11) 2(Ax, x> (Ax, x> A2x -t- 
VO(x) = I <Ax ,~ i-]l ~lr(X) ~! ( !'. Ax  ~ i r ) II / I x l~  x - 
Proof. O(x) is a continuous function of x. Let AO -- AO(x) =- O(x + th) -- O(x). 
Then AO -* 0 as t ~ 0. By the definition of gradient we have 
(V cos O(x), h> = lim cos O(x + th) -- cos O(x) 
t-~O t 
= lim cos(0 + AO) -- cos 0 AO 
too A0 t 
= --  sin O(x) <VO(x), h>. 
Thus, if V cos O(x) exists, then under the hypotheses of the lemma so does VO(x) 
and V cos O(x) = -- sin O(x) 9 VO(x). We have from (6) and (8), 
cos O(x) -  I:~ 7Jo(x) [i _ I (Ax, x> l 
11 VJ(x) II II Ax II [1 x I1" 
Since cos O(x) :T& O, J(x) = (Ax, x) ~: O. By continuity, J(x -1:- sh) ~ 0 and has the 
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same sign as J(x) for arbitrary h and Is ;  sufficiently small. Designating the sign of 
J(x) by sg J(x), we may write 
j (x + sh) 
cos O(x + sh) = sg J(x) . F2(x + sh) . Fa(x + sh) ' 
where F~(x) -= 11 Ax 1: and F3(x ) = x i . To calculate V cos O(x), we first calculate 
d cos O(x + sh)/ds is= 0 , since the latter is equal to (V cos O(x), h). A simple computa- 
tion yields 
dJ(Xdsd- sh) 8.~ -= 2(Ax, h), 
dF2(x -i sh) ,-o - -  (A2x' h )  
ds ',1 Ax II ' 
dFs(x + sh) 8=0 --  (x, h) 
ds II x [I ' 
whence we obtain 
(2Ax, h) 
II Ax !1 II x !! 
sg J(x) (V cos O(x), h) 
(Ax, x) [ I!Ax!! llx!! (A2x ,h)'l 
!lAx112Hxl?t ~7-~- (x 'h )+~ ! .  
Hence, 
(Ax, x) 
V cos O(x) = -- 11Txx 1~ Hx !! A"-x 
(Ax, x)  
I; Ax II II x II 3 
x+ 
2 ] 
II Ax fl II x li Ax sg J(x), 
and dividing by --  sin O(x) yields (11). 
Remark. (V0(x), x)  = 0. 
COROLLARY. Let x* be an eigenvector of A. There is a neighborhood, N, of x* in 
which (11) holds for all x ~ N such that v Jr(x) =/= O. 
LEMMA 4. Let x* ~- 0 be such that v Jr(x,  ) = O. The one-sided weak differential 
dO(x*; h) exists and dO(x* + h; [~) --~ dO(x*; h) as h --+ O. 
Proof. Since O(x)- arcsin(l lVJr(x): i / l!VJ(x)I lL we see that O(x*)=0. By 
definition, 
d O(x* + sh) 8=o = lim O(x* -" sh) dO(x*; h) -- -~ .~-,o+ s 
571fx14-4 
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Hence, 
dO(x*; h) = d sin O(x*; h) = lim sin O(x* + sh) 
s~O4- S 
Referring to (6) and (10), we get 
sin O(x* -; sh) = ('' A(x*  -!- sh) I ` 2 ] x* + sh ,!2 _ (A (x*  + sh), x* + sh)2) ~/2 
[; A(x* + sh) I'~ II x* + sh l] 
Carrying out the indicated calculations and remembering that, by Lemma 2, 
Ax*  -- Ax*, we obtain 
II h !i ii ~ dO(x*; h) .... A II x*  II (a '  + i! A/~ - -  2_.A(Ah, h) ) l /2  
Using formula (l l)  with x = x* + h not an eigenvector belonging to A, 
(VO(x), h) = 2 A +A + f~ 
il v Jr(x)!' ' 
where 
(x*, h) [ Aii x* h" + 2A(x*, h)  + (Ah,  h)  
fa= ]]xll t Ilx"2, 
, hz( h [Ix* !, -~ q- 2A(x*, h) + < Ah, h))  
-r ,i'" Ax  ]" 
il h II (A 17 x* " -,,i-Ax I ~ ) ' A - li x IT 3 I" + 2~(x*, h) + <Ah, h)) (I + i A~ ::" I ,~ I ~ 
f s= - 2 (Ah 'h )  
il x i~ 
--  2A],  
We see that 
f l  = 0([ h II 2) and ./3 +f .o  A-' x (A 2` + !' Ah ~2 __ 2A(A/~, h)) -~ O(ll h I]2). 
Similar calculations show that 
!i v Jr(x) !i = 2 I! h ~ (A 2 -,- ~, Ah  !i 2 -- 2M, Ah,/~))a/2 + O(H h [12), 
and the result follows. 
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3. GRADIENTS ASSOCIATED WITH A COMPLETELY CONTINUOUS SELF-ADJOINT OPERATOR 
In  this section we assume that the operator  A is not only sel f -adjoint  but  also com-  
pletely cont inuous and does not have zero as an cigenvalue. 
LEMMA 5. Let x* be a unit eigenvector of A,  with Ax  :~ -- Ax*, h @.- O. Let Ea be 
the subspace of eigenvectors belonging to A. I f  Ea ,~= 1t, then there exists a neighborhood, 
N,  of x ~ in which i] V0(x) 1' is bounded away from zero for all x such that VJ r (x  ) =~ 0. 
Also, II V0(x) l! is bounded above for such x. 
Proof. For  brev i ty  we set y - .  Ax,  z =- A~, cos 0 = (~,  2) .  Note  that  
[ ! z [ != ] iY lT :x ' i  and (A3~, 2), - :  (37,12 ' )  = .(~, z ) .  Also, (z ,  25=-- [~z[  cos0.  
Us ing  (11), we obtain for any x ~ I I  such that y J r (x  ) -~ 0, and cos O(x) =7/=- O. 
4 
i, V0(x) '.I 2 - -  (4:1 z ,  2 ._ 4 cos 0,:A37, 
' II V j r (x ) [9  . , - 
o :15 , 9 z ; . . - cos -0 ( :  I Aft . ,  - z =)). (12) 
Now,  let x 1 be the pro ject ion of  x onto Ea and x.~ =-x  - x I . Thus ,  Ax 1 = ,~x 1
and (x~ , x2~" \ . . . .  -= 0. It fol lows easily that y hx 1 t-3'5 and Av. = 12xl .- Ay  2 , where 
y., - Ax  e . Note  that (Y2,  x l )  .... (Ay  2 , .v I )  - -  0. A s imple calculat ion yields 
~A-  z )  ', Y, = 
' z  !12 = 
I Ay lg= - - -  
I ~, 3t" 1 
COS 0 = 
Combin ing  these relat ions, we obtain 
As II xl  [I s + (AY2,  Y2) 
!1Y ]' ] x " 
A 2 il Xl !2 + .: y~ il'~ 
',i x 1 !~ -~- .I x., li"- ' 
14 ',; xl  li" -t-, ;i Ay., ii z 
IlY .:" 
II 2 + (Ax2 ,  x~.) 
:I y !! I ~ x 
9 A5  I:,2 _ ,. z I> ~ - -  h x~ 112(t * x.~ 1 '~ ~'- Ay~ 12 _. 212 I] Y2 II 5) 
' ' - - -  .Y  !l 5 !l x 'z  q- Wa 
41 II x I II-" 2, 
4(1i Z ii z - -  COS O<Ay, z ) )  = - ~' .  - : ' - .  (2t  !~3'2 ,'9 _ 1 \Axo x2) -- (Ay9 , y . . , ) ) i  w,,. 
: y  !] 2 1. x Ii a . . . .  
where  
!! Ay2 [!9 [I x2 I[2 _ [i Y2 ',14 
wl = [lY2 111 x .,112 ' 
w2 --  4 !1 Y914  --  ( Axg , x2) ( Ay2 , Y25 
[! y ][z 1[ x !'.5 
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From (10) we see that 
i] V J r  1[ z = 4 [:y 112(1 - -  cos z o) 
4 li xl li 2 
--  !ix il ~- (a2 i] x,~ [2 § lly~ II m --- 2a(Axm, Xm)) + w3, 
where 
=4 Iix21[~ 11Y2 ][ 2 -  (Ax~ 
W 3 t~ x ii ~ 
As x --~ x*, we have il xl .i ~ 1, 11 x i! ~ 1, 'i Y i ~ ! h ' , cos -~ 0 ~ 1, and il x2 II ~ 0. 
Hence, for all x in a sufficiently small neighborhood of x* and such that x z 75 0, we 
h ave 
cos ~ 0 (IJ A~ ;I ~ - -  !i z i! 3) _ 
X., I '2 
4(i[ z li ~ - cos 0(A.#, z>) _ 
i! x2112 
'! x2 Ii 2 A2 I[ x2 1 z + -Xi It AY2 !; -- + II~), 
J!'42112 ( [IV2!l 2-  4 
il v j~ .  I? 
I' x~ II ~ 
+ O(11 x~ !12), 
4 
II x2 II ~ (a~ II x2 Ii ~ § !i y2 ii 2 - 2A(Ax2 , xo)) 4- O(E; x 2112). 
Apply ing these results to (12), we obtain 
I! v0(x) i !  ~ = (l/A2) ( (A - M)a:~2, :~)  § O([[ x2 ][2) 
( (A  - ~I)~ ~,  :h )  -r- o ( i i  x,,. il ~) 
(13) 
The spectrum of (A - -  A I )  4 is the set {(/z - -  A)~}, where/z  varies over the spectrum 
of A. Since A is completely continuous and self-adjoint, we may denote its spectrum 
by {A 1 , A 2 ..... }, where the A~ are distinct real numbers with A,--~ 0. We may take 
A = A 1 . Hence the restriction of (A - AI) a to the subspace H - -  E~ is an operator 
having the spectrum {(A, - -  A1) ~ i i -- 2, 3 ..... }. Thus, inf/v~ 1 {(Ai - -  ,~1) 4} > ~2 for 
some ~ > 0. Similarly, infi_~l {(h~ --  hi) 2) > E. By wel l -known results in Hi lbert-space 
theory, it follows that the fraction in (13) is bounded away from zero and bounded 
above. Hence, for x = x 1 4- x2 in a sufficiently small neighborhood of x*, with 
x 2 ~ 0, It V0(x) I I is also bounded away from zero and bounded above. For  such x, 
v J r (x  ) 75 0, since x is not an eigenvector. 
LEMMA 6. Let u* be a unit eigenvector of A with Ax*  = Ax* and A of multiplicity 1. 
Let ~ and fl be the angles given in the definition. There exists a neighborhood N of x* and a 
constant, a 1 > O, such that for all x ~ N with v J r (x  ) 75 0, cos 2 c~(x) + cos ~ fl(x) > a I . 
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Proof. For  any vectorh ,  le th*  -- (h ,x* )x  ~and le th ' -h -h* .  Let Cbethe  
"cone" {x* + h I ~: h* '~Ji] h ,' ) c > 0}, where c is an arbitrary constant, 0 < c < 1. 
Let  S be the ball 11 x - -  x* !! ~. ~ c. For  all x ~ C n S, cos'-'- ~(x) is bounded away from 
zero. To  see this, let x == x ~ -~.- h be in C n S. Then 
Hence, either 
cos ~ = , .V~(x) ,  h> =, (:e, 1~? __ (I h :! ~_ " h*  l:~/]l h ' )  
il x il 
2c C 
. . . . .  <0 .  cos c~/> ~2_t~ c > 0 or cos a .--- 2 c 
To calculate cos/3 we refer to fornmla (11) and the remark following Lemma 3. Thus,  
cos/3 -- (70, h? or cos fl . . . . .  (VO, x*)/i V0 ii I'. h . A somewhat lengthy calcula- 
tion gives 
.~i Ax, x)  = AIz ' ,~ Ah', h'>, Ax ") = A2lz -i "~ Ah' ,!2, 
and 
I l x l ! "=t  z~-  h ' l '  2, 
where ix --- (1 • !! h* [!) 2. 
Subst itut ing in the expression for <VO, x*>, we obtain 
cos/3 -= ~, . . . . .  II '- (:i(.4 - AI) = h', h'": :-- O(h  ;)) =-~r-:-h i. 
I h i; , , 
where ), - -  - -  2<x, x*>[!/I; x ]1 ' 70 i and 7Jr(x ) 5i= O. Similarly, from (10), we find 
',i v JT  :,? 
!rh".! 2 -4<(A- ,~ I )  2h ' ,h '>-O( 'h  '). 
In the exterior of cone C, we have II h' II/ll h It ~ (l - cZ) a/2 > 0. Since h'  is not a 
unit eigenvector belonging to 1, , (A - -  11) h'  '.l 2 is bounded away from zero for all 
such/~' (i.e., in the orthogonal complement of x*). Thus,  for 'l h II sufficiently small, 
cos 213 is also bounded away from zero in the exterior of cone C and the result follows. 
Combin ing the previous lemmas, we obtain the fol lowing theorem. 
THEOREM. I f  A is an eigenvalue of A of multiplicity 1 and x* is the unit eigenvector 
belonging to A, then x* is a quasi-regular stationary point of <Ax, x) on the unit sphere. 
4. THE ANGULAR GRADIENT PROCEDURE 
For  the specific problem of eigenvector determinat ion,  the procedure defined in 
[1], [2] may be modif ied as follows: 
ix,, ~- s,h(x,), if v Jr(x,,) 56 0, (14) 
'Vn" l  = 'iX:,,, if V Jr(x=) -0,  
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where 
x~ I, 2 " x . ,  (15)  
tan O(x~) V0(x~), (16) 
h~(x.) ii V0(x.)!l 2 
h(x,,) : he(x,,) + hr(x,). (17) 
It follows from results in [2] that, if x* is a unit eigenvector belonging to an eigen- 
value ,~ of A having multiplicity 1, and x 0 is an3' initial vector sufficiently close to x*, 
then the sequence defined by (14)-(17) converges to x*. This has been verified for A a 
real symmetric matrix, it appears possible that the procedure converges even when h 
has multiplicity greater than I. Also, we remark that we have used the boundedness 
and self-adjointness of A in an essential way, but the compactness of A was used only 
to establish that h 3&- 0 is not a limit point of the spectrum of A. 
Gradient methods have been used to determine igenvalnes (e.g., see [3]), but 
heretofore these methods yielded only the extreme igenvalues. The method presented 
here yields intermediate eigenvalues as well. 
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